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BIIA EVENTS 
 
 
OCTOBER 11, 2006      BIIA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Venue:  ArabellaSheraton Hotel, Convention Square, Cape Town, South Africa 

 
 
OCTOBER 25, 2006 BIIA BUSINESS INFORMATION  

INDUSTRY FORUM 2006 
 

Venue:  Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel & Convention Centre 
To Register including Hotel Reservations Please Contact:  
Mrs. Jessica Yao, D&B Shanghai, e-mail: yaoj@dnb.com Tel.: +86 21 6384 4636 ext 853   
 
Purpose of the Forum: 
The emphasis will be on debating, listening, and learning from an important group of information 
users about their needs in making informed and accurate business decisions and engage in a 
discussion about the implications for information services. For agenda details please consult 
www.biia.com menu item – PRESS - or contact Joachim C. Bartels at ieijcb@attglobal.net  
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INDUSTRY NEWS 

 
CONTENT INFORMATION INDUSTRY MEETINGS IN EUROPE 
 
There were two notable industry events in September:  The USA based SIIA (Software and 
Information Industry Association), held its first Global Information Summit in Amsterdam, while 
FEBIS (Federation of European Business Information Service) met in Spain. 
 
“WEB INDUCED INSOMNIA”.  Notes from the SIIA Global Information Summit  
 
“Navigating the Global Information Marketplace” was the theme of the first Global Information Summit 
organized by the US based Software and Information Industry Association.  Approximately 130 
information executives and investment bankers met to discuss business challenges and to gain insights 
on global, as well as localization strategies of market leaders.  A noteworthy comment came from Helen 
Alexander, Chief Executive of the Economist Group:  Apart from dealing with more mundane issues such 
as changing markets, competition etc., several major issues were keeping her awake:  the Internet, China 
and India.   
 
The growing importance of online services as compared to print media and the impact of search engines 
were on everybody’s mind.  So was Asia in respect to finding new opportunities, but the panel felt that 
there were more brick walls (censorship, restrictions, hard core entrenched competition and colluding 
administrators). This prompted a debate with the audience about many examples of outstanding 
successes, but in the end there was the recognition that Asia is not a market for easy pickings.  It boils 
down to how one manages the many challenges of shifting regulatory barriers and how to deal with local 
partners.  China and Indian content markets are still relatively small, but growing fast.  Reliable statistics 
on these markets are not readily available and the content industry itself is notoriously secretive. Content 
growth in Japan has been static, but the climate is becoming more foreign investor friendly.   
 
In the context of globalization it was recognized that English language content services had their limits, 
the majority of the potential is in local language.  One panel took on the task of examining the challenges 
of localization and how small and large content providers are serving the local and global markets 
successfully.  Lars Save, Chief Executive of BISNODE (Formerly Bonnier Business Information) pointed 
out that less than 10% of revenue was cross-border.  He also left quite an impression with BISNODE’s 
localization strategy of maintaining over 50 different brands rather than consolidating them into one 
European wide brand.  When questioned about the cost, he candidly pointed out that the cost of 
marketing and maintaining local infrastructure was considerably higher, however that was offset by higher 
sales, as a result of localization and consolidation of back office functions whenever practicable.  
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FEBIS (Federation of European Business Information Service) Annual Meeting 
 
BIIA was a guest at the annual general meeting of FEBIS, where BIIA was invited to make a short 
presentation about its mission and objectives.  BIIA stressed the point of creating working relationships 
between regional industry associations for the purpose of promoting and protecting the business 
information industry.  For instance, BIIA has adopted the FEBIS industry code of conduct.  This code of 
conduct is posted on the BIIA website: ‘Code of Conduct’.   
 
At the FEBIS meeting, the Mexican Credit Reporting Association AMIC presented plans for a First 
Global Credit Information & Collection Industry Congress in Mexico City.  The month of November 
2007 has been targeted for this event.  AMIC is expecting approximately 1,000 delegates from banking, 
credit insurance, trade finance, trade credit grantors, credit information and collection industries.  
Companies from over 50 countries have already pledged their support.  For further information contact: 
(AMIC) Mexican Association of Credit Reporting, Mr. Luis Eduardo Pérez mata, e-mail: 
luis_Eduardopm@cimexcredit.com
 
At the FEBIS meeting Coface and Creditreform invited FEBIS members to join their EASY (Enterprise 
Access System) initiative.  Late last year Coface and Creditreform had announced that they had formed 
a legal entity (EEIG - European Economic Interest Grouping) to jointly develop a unique company 
identifier.  Initially the announcement stated that EASY is to provide a universal company identifier for 
COFACE and Creditreform so that they can synchronize their country specific company identification 
numbers.  Where necessary the EASY ID number will replace existing national or international ID 
numbers.  Over time EASY is to take on all linkage functions, which its rival the D-U-N-S Number has.  
Coface and Creditreform are now promoting EASY as unique company identification database and as an 
open system. FEBIS members have been invited to a meeting in March of 2007 to discuss details of the 
enlarged cooperation, which will address data contribution, standards and license / user fees.  Other 
institutions from the public sector information, such as EBR (European Business Register) are expected 
to get involved.  Not known is what users of credit information will say to the development of a second 
company identification standard as they will have to contend with two unique numbering systems.  In the 
interest of a uniform standard it may have been better if the industry came to an arrangement on one 
standard. 
 
REED BUSINESS INFORMATION 
 
Reed Business Information has created a new centralized online division called Reed Business 
Interactive.  "Future growth in b-to-b publications will come from their Internet products.  This new group 
is designed to ensure that all of its resources and focus are applied to successfully  
growing our electronic revenue", commented Tad Smith, CEO of RBI US.  Source: BtoBOnline: 
http://www.btobonline.com/article.cms?articleId=29119
 
 

mailto:luis_Eduardopm@cimexcredit.com
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iResearch FORECASTS RAPID GROWTH FOR DIGITAL MAGAZINES IN CHINA 
 
A new report from iResearch valued the digital magazine market in China in 2005 at RMB 20 million. The 
market research firm expects that figure to increase by a factor of five in 2006 reaching RMB 100 million. 
The report went on to forecast annual growth rates in excess of 100% through to the end of 2008. By 
2010, iResearch estimates that the digital magazine market in China will be worth RMB 1.25 billon. 
Source:  Business Strategies, Hong Kong 
 
WOLTERS KLUWER’S OPENS FIRST FOREIGN OWNED BOOKSTORE IN CHINA 
 
Wolters Kluwer's plans to open the first foreign-owned bookstore for professional publications have been 
approved.  Wolters Kluwer will sell titles to professionals in the legal, accounting and medical  
sectors, in partnership with local company China Law Press.  The company says the move will allow it to 
be closer to its customer base in China. Source: FT.com Courtesy of EPS 

 

ACXIOM AND SAP ANNOUNCE CRM INITIATIVE 
 
Acxiom Corporation (Nasdaq: ACXM) today announced that company leader Charles D. Morgan and Bill 
McDermott, President and CEO of SAP Americas, unveiled how the two companies intend to jointly 
market Acxiom’s success in delivering a single, accurate, real-time customer view within SAP’s market-
leading multi-channel CRM solution, mySAP™ Customer Relationship Management (mySAP™ CRM). 
SAP clients and prospects can leverage Acxiom’s AbiliTec® customer data integration technology and 
InfoBase® products, which provide the largest collection of U.S. consumer information available in one 
source. By combining Acxiom’s rich consumer content with SAP’s world-class marketing and sales 
functionality, customers will be able to maximize their marketing and sales dollars while strengthening 
their most valuable asset – the relationship with their customers.  Source: Joint press release July 27, 2006 
www.acxiom.com
 
D&B CORPORATION TO INVEST IN INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION, ANALYTICAL 
SERVICES AND TECHNICAL PLATFORMS 
 
What goes around comes around. After a five year retrenchment, which kept competition guessing 
whether D&B would eventually completely withdraw to fortress America, international expansion is again 
on the agenda.  Instead of returning most of its free cash flow (currently approximately US$ 300 million 
per annum) to shareholders, D&B will reduce the share repurchasing program to US$ 200 million.  D&B 
intends to spend US$ 500 million on acquisitions during the next five years.  The acquisition targets are 
technical platforms and analytical capabilities.  D&B also believes more growth opportunities exist in Asia.  
The appointment of an outsider as President - D&B International signals that international expansion is 
indeed being considered in earnest.  Source: www.dnb.com – Investors Day September 15, 2006 
 
 

http://www.acxiom.com/
http://www.dnb.com/
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FROM THE USER CORNER 

 
CREDIT QUALITY DROPS IN EUROPE AND ELSEWHERE, WHILE HONG HONG’S 
OVERALL CREDIT SITUATION CONTINUES TO IMPROVE 
 
CREDIT QUALITY DROPS IN EUROPE 
According to Moody’s there was little chance that the outlook for European companies would soon return 
to the healthy picture seen last year.  “West European credit quality is unlikely to recover back into 
positive territory any time soon,” according to Guillaume Menuet and Andrea Zazzarel, both economists 
at Moody’s.  Thirty-nine issuers were downgraded between March and June of this year while only 25 
were upgraded.  The worst performing sector was telecoms.  Source:  FT July 14, 2006 
 

DEVELOPMENT BANK OF THE PHILIPPINES DUMPS US$ 207 MILLION IN NON-
PERFORMING LOANS – WHO IS THE LUCKY BUYER? 
Following the newly restored special purpose vehicle law, the Development Bank of the Philippines 
announced that it will auction P11 billion ($207 million) of non-performing loans on August 30. A 
successful auction will wipe out the bank’s bad loans and reduce its idle property assets to below two 
percent of total assets. Source: The Asian Banker 
 

THE AUSTRALIAN DEBT TRAP 
 
Australian Consumers are getting into debt over increasingly smaller amounts and placing additional cash 
flow pressures on Australian businesses, according to the latest default trends data from D&B Australia.  
The smaller the default the more difficult it can be to collect.  In a climate where businesses payments 
typically take almost double the standard payment term, small businesses in particular are finding 
themselves under additional pressure.  More than half (56%) of all consumer debt referred is less than 
AUS$ 400, which means that they are not only difficult to collect, but also a drain on receivables 
management resources.  Source: D&B Australia Press Release.  For more information see www.biia.com  ‘PRESS’. 
 

HONK KONG HAS LEAST ARREARS IN ASIA PACIFIC  
 
Hong Kong’s overall payment situation continued to improve in the second quarter of 2006 making it the 
fastest paying economy in Asia Pacific, according to a survey by Dun & Bradstreet.  The payment 
performance of the major Hong Kong industries continued to show improvement.  An indication that the 
Hong Kong economy is financially healthy in terms of payment practices.  Based on an analysis of 10,000 
Hong Kong firms, the percentage of the companies which paid their suppliers within thirty days increased 
to 87.4 per cent in the second quarter of 2006 up from 86.9 per cent on year ago.  Source:  D&B press 
release. Source: D&B Hong Kong Press Release.  For more information see www.biia.com ‘PRESS” 
 

http://www.biia.com/
http://www.biia.com/
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FCIB: ADVICE OFFERED ON DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA  
 
Participants in an FCIB (Finance Credit & International Business) teleconference August 24th had an 
opportunity to learn important tips and facts about doing business in China. Julian Chen, COO, FCIB 
China, was the presenter. He has considerable experience and knowledge about the business, cultural 
and government environments in China. Chen discussed the growing stature of China as an economic 
juggernaut and how it has embraced capitalism despite its communist form of government. "China is 
becoming the biggest fan of capitalism." He also said that although China traditionally has been a cash-
based economy, both consumer and commercial credit are growing in importance and adoption by the 
consumer and business communities. However, from the perspective of business credit, Chen pointed 
out there are some shortfalls there, compared to the Western world.  In most cases credit and financial 
information on businesses is incomplete and not always reliable. However, the government (People’s 
Bank of China – editorial comment) is committed to, and engaged in, building a strong credit information 
system and already has a good database of information. 
 
Most companies do business with letters of credit, he added. Chen also stressed the importance of 
developing strong personal relationships when doing business in China — called "guanxi." In the Chinese 
business world, however, guanxi is also understood as the network of relationships among various parties 
that cooperate together and support one another. It is this cultural difference that makes guanxi vital when 
trying to collect on accounts to make personal contact with appropriate officials in a business. Chen noted 
that collection agencies are illegal in China. Arbitration is very popular in China and provisions for it are 
often included in credit applications.  
 
Describing China's economic landscape in a geographical context, Chen noted, "China is really a 
reflection of the whole world with regard to coastal cities—but the central portion of the country is less 
developed and the western section is still very poor."  Chen closed by discussing the many advantages 
and benefits of joining FCIB, which includes valuable networking and educational opportunities. Source: 
FCIB China & Julian Chen 
 
BIIA Comments:  The People’s Bank of China has been instrumental in creating a central database of 
consumers and commercial enterprises largely fed by the banking system.  This is a significant effort in 
safeguarding the financial services sector, which is commendable.  However, as we understand it, private 
trade credit grantors have no access to it.  The People’s Bank of China does not believe that trade credit 
grantors require access to bank data.  When talking to trade credit grantors the answer is different.  There 
is a need to understand the entire financial exposure of a firm.  The comments about China having a 
‘good database of information’ is unfortunately irrelevant in terms of trade credit, since trade credit 
grantors are precluded from having access to what is described as government information.  BIIA has 
been told that there are over 1,000 credit information and credit rating companies in China.  As we know 
there are perhaps less than ten credit information companies that are more prominent. The rest operate 
locally and are probably investigators lacking a large scale database. 
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FROM REGULATORY CORNER  
 
HOW RELEVANT IS BASEL II? 
 
“Risk management is more than a concept. Good regulation is about good risk management. Bank 
profitability is about risk management. Bank survival over time is about risk management,” said Roldan, 
who is at the forefront of risk management and Basel II efforts. A key element to any risk management? 
Know your customer (KYC) programs.  José Maria Roldan, chairman of the Committee of European 
Banking Supervisors (CEBS).   
 
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SPEND TO RISE WITH BASEL II COMPLIANCE 

Business Intelligence (BI) is expected to take up a bigger part of banks’ IT budget in the coming years
with Basel II compliance and customer analytics as its driving force.  Growing competitive pressures and 
Basel II are forcing banks to undertake a host of IT projects such as core banking systems replacement.
For some time now, vendors have been touting yet another solution to help banks manage their data
holistically, rather than generalized methods of reporting from business lines – business intelligence (BI). 
A senior banker told us, “Basel II is driving the business case for BI, it is more difficult to justify the
investment without citing compliance.”  
 
What is BI? Vendors say it is a broad set of applications for gathering, storing and analyzing data to
create better statistical analysis, forecasting and data mining. With BI’s main demands coming from the
consumer banking segment and risk management divisions in banks, spend is expected to rise, as are 
integration challenges.  The road to BI success, however, can be paved with potholes. For one, costs will
increase, not only for the actual BI software, but also for the people implementing and running the
system. Gartner, the research firm, expects staff numbers on BI projects to triple in the four-year period to 
2008.  Gartner, however, believes that spending on BI will surpass that of security in 2006, with budgets
expected to increase by an average of 4.8 percent, as BI is touted to help with compliance requirements, 
thus Basel II is around the corner for Singapore, Hong Kong and the Philippines in 2007.   

BIIA Comment:  All discussions seem to center around IT systems.  Little is being said about data.  An Indian banker commented 
some time ago that Asian Banks had no data collection culture.  An opportunity for credit information firms to get involved in. 

BASEL II IN BANKING 
 
Malaysia’s AmBank group said it is investing about RM10 million ($2.7 million) over the next two years
to implement an SAS credit risk management solution to comply with the Basel II Accord. The solution will 
facilitate the process of data integration and data management, as well as performing group-wide capital 
adequacy ratio computation. Taiwanese banks will be Basel II compliant by January 1 2007, with at 
least five institutions applying to take on the Internal Ratings Based (IRB) approach.   
Source for commentary on this page: The Asian Banker 
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MEMBER NEWS 
 
INFOCREDIT D&B CHANGES NAME TO DUN & BRADSTREET SINGAPORE 
 
Infocredit D&B (S) Pte Ltd today announced that it has changed its name to Dun & Bradstreet Singapore 
Pte Ltd, with immediate effect.  The new name re-positions the company’s brand more prominently as an 
associated company of New Jersey, U.S.-based D&B, formerly known as Dun & Bradstreet, which 
identifies itself as the leading provider of global business information and insight. The shareholding 
structure of the company remains unchanged as D&B Singapore stays as a joint venture between local 
partner Infocredit Holdings and D&B. D&B Singapore provides credit risk information reports and services 
and operates the SME Credit Bureau and Singapore Business Toolkit.  Source:  Audrey Chia, D&B Singapore 
Audrey.Chia@dnb.com.sg
 

CREDITREFORM GERMANY LAUNCHES INDEPENDENT INSTITUTE FOR 
RESEARCH AND LEARNING ON SME FINANCING 
 
BIIA associate member Creditreform reports the creation of an independent institute for research and 
learning at the BiTS Unternehmer-Hochschule (College for Business Management), Iserlohn, Germany, in 
conjunction with Professor Dr. Reichmann.  The objectives of the ‘Institute für Mittelstandsfinanzierung 
– Creditreform . Prof. Dr. Reichmann’ are three fold: To assist the faculty of the BiTS College, to initiate 
research concerning financial issues of SMEs and to provide basic know-how as well as latest the state of 
the art financial practices to the management of SMEs.  The SME term ‘Mittelstand’ has a special 
connotation in Germany:  It exemplifies privately owned medium and small businesses, with a technical 
and entrepreneurial bent that form the core of the German economy.  These firms usually have a low 
capital base and many rely heavily on bank financing.  Basel II has cut off many of the ‘Mittelstand’ firms 
from traditional bank financing, hence the need to seek alternative financing methods and to prepare 
entrepreneurs for a tougher financing climate.  Research and Learning are strategic elements of business 
development; therefore the side benefits of this process will be entrepreneurs with an astute knowledge of 
how to manage their finances and the use of information in financial decision processes.  Source:  
www.creditreform.de  
 
 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH 
 
“Banks have a long way to go to educate their merchants on what is required to protect cardholder data.” 
Peter Maher, executive vice president, risk management, Visa Asia Pacific reportedly commenting on the 
low level of awareness of the international standard on payment security among merchants in the region. 
Source: The Asian Banker

mailto:Audrey.Chia@dnb.com.sg
http://www.creditreform.de/
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